EXHIBIT A
Hi chaps --

I've done another read through and here is the manuscript as it currently stands. My brain is a bit fried so I think it's a good idea to bring you both in now and take a day off.

My current thinking and some notes & questions for you:

- We need more personal anecdotes / more insight into my life -- shopping, hotels, entourage, secret celebrity rendezvous, spending habits, haircare regime -- proper 90s girl glam and the whole Ken doll from the underworld thing as I relate that to a tortured adolescence.

Each chapter could start with a little tableau (see the Ugly chapter for an example) each designed to give a flavour of The MILO Experience and tips on how to be more like me, ending on something redeeming or amusing.

- But also perhaps more direct storytelling about more mundane things -- what happened and when -- should there be play by play of the day I got banned from Twitter? My instinct is to take these things as given and start explaining why they matter... and I need some guidance here... I'm used to writing for people who already know me.

- day I got banned and how it felt? (I can pretend I felt something)

- Memories Pizza

- relationship I had with a Muslim guy

- hateful stuff from other gays?

- how lovely the Trump movement really is

- letters from people I've fat-shamed telling me how I changed their lives

- Do I, in general, need to set myself up better / explain myself more clearly? In other words, do we need this superhero's origin story tucked away in there somewhere?

- Do I need an expanded section explicitly laying out why allegations of white supremacy etc are so totally absurd? My approach has been to let the black dick jokes speak for themselves.

- Does the book need to be better structured for reviewers? Should some chapters be moved? eg Trump, campuses, Twitter, fake news -- the stuff they want to write about?
- Does it need more jokes?

- Does it read evenly throughout?

- I still need to add more contemporary pop culture references and disses to really wind up social justice warriors aged 22 and not just SJWs 32 as currently

- Should it be more heavily footnoted?

Good news is all the above can happen extremely quickly.

OK. Let me know what you think!

-- M